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Example 1: without conflict

Example 2: with conflict



Example 1: student 1 (Jan Janssen) creates a new feature branch
jj-change_home and checks out to the new branch to program in it



Example 1: student 1 (Jan Janssen) updates the code, commits these 
changes, and pushes the branch jj-change_home to the remote repo on 
GitHub



Example 1: student 1 (Jan Janssen) makes a new pull request on GitHub 
for the branch jj-change_home



Example 1: student 1 (Jan Janssen) makes a new pull request on GitHub 
for the branch jj-change_home
A reviewer (student 2 = Patrick Verhaert) can be added → mail is sent



Example 1: student 1 (Jan Janssen) makes a new pull request on GitHub 
for the branch jj-change_home



Example 1: student 2 (Patrick Verhaert) reviews/approves the pull 
request for the branch jj-change_home on GitHub

Content of mail:

GitHub-site:



Example 1: student 2 (Patrick Verhaert) reviews/approves the pull 
request for the branch jj-change_home on GitHub



Example 1: student 2 (Patrick Verhaert) reviews/approves the pull 
request for the branch jj-change_home on GitHub



Example 1: after the review, student 2 (Patrick Verhaert) can merge the
(pull request for the) branch jj-change_home with the master branch on 
GitHub



Example 1: after the review, student 2 (Patrick Verhaert) can merge the
(pull request for the) branch jj-change_home with the master branch on 
GitHub



Example 1: after the review, student 2 (Patrick Verhaert) can merge the
(pull request for the) branch jj-change_home with the master branch on 
GitHub



CONTENT

Example 1: without conflict

Example 2: with conflict

Situation

Student 2 (Patrick Verhaert) pushed feature branch
pv-update-footer and made a pull request
Student 1 (Jan Janssen) approved the changes in the code
review
The branch pv-update-footer can’t be merged with the
master branch on GitHub due to (a) conflict(s) … 



Example 2: after the review, student 1 (Jan Janssen) can’t merge the (pull 
request for the) branch pv-update_footer_home with the master branch
on GitHub due to (a) conflict(s)



Example 2: GitHub highlights the conflict using the markers <<<<<<<, 
======= and >>>>>>>
First the version from the feature branch pv-update-footer is shown, 
followed by the version from the master branch



Example 2: student 1 (Jan Janssen) resolves the conflict (removes the
markers <<<<<<<, ======= and >>>>>>>)



Example 2: next, student 1 (Jan Janssen) can merge the (pull request for
the) feature branch pv-update-footer with the master branch on GitHub



Example 2: next, student 1 (Jan Janssen) can merge the (pull request for
the) feature branch pv-update-footer with the master branch on GitHub
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